Student Course Evaluations / Library Spring 2015
Library Facility / Learning & Testing Center / Writing Studio
ACCT202-JD1
The UAS library and resources available for studying are wonderful. I did not have a lot of need
for them in this particular class do to the nature of the e-learning course.
ACCT202-JD2
I wish the tutoring wasn't on Monday - the day that the homework is due. And the one time that
I went, the tutor relied HEAVILY on the book and the answers the program provided, and was unable to answer my
questions without reading what the book was telling her to say. When I finally pulled her away from the computer
answers, even she had to do some guessing to figure out what the answer was. It would have been helpful to have
a tutor who was more proficient in what we were learning.
ACCT202-JD3

I appreciated the use of the group study rooms.

ACCT202-JD3
I really appreciate the private study rooms where multiple people can work together and discuss
homework problems without disturbing other library users. I just wish there were more of them.
ANTH202-J01

I didn't use any library resources for this course except for a quiet place to go and read.

ART261-J01
I am constantly in the UAS Library...lots to offer. Actually checked out my course book from
there, literally saving over $150.00 bucks! :)
BIOL111-TD1
I did not need to use the library for anything but the testing center. The testing center was very
convenient, and easy to get in to. It would be nice to have more hours of availability. I found it challenging to get in
to take a test with enough time after work but my tests were closed on Saturdays, which the testing center was
not open on. I understand that it takes staff to keep the testing centers open but it would be more convenient for
people like me who have to work full time to possibly be open until 9PM on the week days and have more
weekend availability as well.
BIOL111-TD2
The student center was very helpful for computer support while learning how to login to web
sessions. They also were great about providing rooms to listen to web meetings or providing lots of time slots to
proctor exams.
BIOL111-TD2
I used the UAS library as a place to study. The library is an essential tool in our education,
whether it is the resources or space used.
BIOL482-J01

I don't often use the libraries resources aside from the study spaces they provide.

BIOL240-TD1
I reserved the room a lot for study time. I also order a book via interlibrary loan for the first part
of the semester.
BIOL482-J01

Library needs more space to study and more computers for students.

CHEM103-K01

I did utilize the campus library. I expect to use it more in the future.

CHEM103-K01

I did utilize the campus library. I expect to use it more in the future.

CHEM106-J01

The library is the best place to study. The learning center and tutoring hours were AMAZING!

ENGL110-J01

I got a lot of quite thinking time in the library, and they had help for me if I needed some.

ENGL110-J02
I should be using the writing center because I don't have available tools at home to transfer from
my computer and make appointments to work on my essays.
ENGL211-TD1
on campus.

the Sitka campus needs a library or an official partnership with a public entity. as there is not one
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ENGL215-J01

The writing center was awesome! I wouldn't have been able to finish the course without them!

ENGL461-J01

Thanks Library for allowing free printing!

HIM280-TD1
not sure if tutors are a part of this service, but the tutor who reviewed my paper gave critical
insite into how I could improve. Thanks,
HIST106-J01

I didn't use the library resources for anything in this class. Unless you count the Writing Studio.

HS105-J02

The individual rooms were very nice for study groups.

MATH105-J01

I used the learning center often, Auggie rocks!!!!

MATH105-KD1

The Exam Center is a wonderful resource.

MATH105-T01

The math tutors were incredibly helpful!!!Thank you so much for them!!!!!!!!

MATH107-J02
helpful.

I don't know if the learning center falls in this category, but if it does then they are always VERY

MATH107-J03

The learning center is very helpful and I spent a lot of time there.

MATH107-J03 Only time I used the library for this course was to take tests in the Learning Center and have a
quiet place to do homework.
MATH107-J03
very helpful.

I went to the learning center every day for help with homework, the resources and people were

MATH107-J03 Group study rooms!!! Use 4 days a week to meet with 2 other students and tutors. Thank
goodness for graphing calculators being available for check out. Learning Center is helpful, depends on who assists.
I am picky who helps me because I have been given incorrect information.
MATH200-J01 There aren't really any relevant resources in the library to this course, other than the learning
center. The tutors in the learning center are very limited on the extent that they are able to help calculus students,
and I have gotten bad advice from them quite a few times this semester.
MATH200-J01

THE LEARNING CENTER ROCKS !!!!!!!!!!!

MATH200-J01

Learning Center useful.

MATH201-J01

The Learning Center was a great tool in being successful in this class.

PADM628-JD1 I don't use library resources or services every week, but I typically use them both at least once a
semester for each class. Please do not eliminate these resources or services. It's not like the bookstore, which
provides a service I can get elsewhere. The UAS library, and its staff, is a tremendous asset to UAS, and one that
saves me every term at a critical moment in my learning.
PHIL201-J01

Had an excellent experience using the writing studio to help with my midterm papers!

PHIL201-J01

Cool that they have the books to rent.

PHYS212-J01
I did not need to use the library for this course. It would be great if the library had more study
rooms. I do not really see students pulling books off the shelves. Do we really need the traditional style library to
conduct research anymore?
SOC410-J01
Library was really useful because we had to print things off and we also used a lot of the rooms
for our class project.
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SPAN102-J01

I love the UAS Library even if it didn't relate directly to this course. <3

SPAN102-KD1
These two questions (above) do not apply to this class as it was an online class and the text was
the only resource required (other than my Spanish/English Dictionary).
SSCI200-J01

I only used the library as a quiet place to read

SSCI300-J01

Printing saved my life!

SSCI373-J01

It was a necessity to spend time in the library! Super useful.

STAT273-TD1
I love working in the library, but the resources didn't directly help me with this class. Only my
being in the library was helpful haha homewoSSCI373-J01
It was a necessity to spend time in the library! Super
useful.
STAT273-TD1
I love working in the library, but the resources didn't directly help me with this class. Only my
being in the library was helpful haha homework time!

Collections
AKL106-J01
It was really nice to have the opportunity to look through the library's collection of books on
Tlingit, Haida, and Tsimshian.
ALNG001-H02

The We the People text worked very well with this course.

ANTH101-KD1 The Egan library was very helpful with the writing assignments for this course, especially for
secondary sources.
ANTH205-KD2

JSTOR and egandb are great resources!

ANTH205-KD2 I found JSTOR to be helpful when looking for the appropriate articles for my 2nd Essay on Upper
Paleolithic Culture.
ANTH202-J02

It was nice to have the books on reserve just in case we forgot ours at home.

ART401-J01
The library resources and services we helpful because of the ceramic books they have and being
about to print there.
ASL102-J01

Plenty of resources used from the library....thanks! :)

ASTR225-J01

the textbook was available to rent at the library

BIOL106-J02
The ProQuest program was excellent for finding science articles. Please keep that program
available for next year.
BIOL271-J02

I love studying there.

BIOL355-J01

Checking out the textbook was awesome so i didn't have to buy it.

BIOL384-J01

Cool.

BIOL482-J01
Thank you for having the textbook and Writing about Biology book on course reserves at the
library. Very helpful!
BIOL482-J01

Library website provided a lot of help for capstone paper research.
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CHEM342-J02

I think the course textbook (Biochemistry: A Short Course) should be avaliable on reserve.

CHEM103-K01

I utilized the graphing calculators for any testing I needed and they were VERY helpful :)

ECON100-J01
The library can stop being awesome. They fined me too often when I was trying to check out the
three hour on-reserve books.
ECON201-J01

I used the textbook rental service all semester and it was very helpful.

ECON201-J01
book.

I had the library to lend me the book for hours at a time to make copies would waiting for my

ECON201-KD1 It would have been really interesting to know more about what the library has to offer in regards
to economic research. Information from this class will be useful for the rest of my life and I will be utilizing as part
of all business analysis activities and investment considerations. I am wanting to look into my local community for
ways to research real time data and participate in economic discussions that affect the region and the State.
ED405-JD1
Spangler's Alaskana collection in the Egan library was helpful once I learned how to access it (it is
located behind the circulation desk and you can't browse it, you have to ask for specific titles). It is helpful that the
Egan library partners with the public library (ILL) and I put a lot of titles on hold and picked them up at the nearest
location.
ED405-JD1
The librarians were very helpful, unfortunately due to the fact that this was a children's lit class
some a majority of the books could not be rented from the college library.
ENGL311-J01

Course books were not at the library

GEOL301-J01
The older librarians often seem intimidated or overwhemled by questions nor are they very
proficient at using their own system so their help is usually far and few between. They say they have copies of
textbooks on hand but this semester more often than not they didn't.
HIST106-J01

I would keep renting books and read from them that are required for this course.

HS105-J01
Aside from the library, it was very hard for some of the students (including myself) to receive
textbooks that we payed for via MBSdirect and the bookstore shutting down. I didn't receive my textbook until a
month after class started and another student didn't receive her's until two months after. We ordered them at the
same time as other classmates who received them in an acceptable amount of time. I paid full price for a book I
was not able to use for a substantial period of time.
HIST132-KD1
Need more history of America DVD's. I know that there are really good detailed documentaries
from History Channel dvds.
MATH054-TD1

Bring the book store back.

MATH105-J01
online.

I would like to continue to rent or check out the text book until I receive a text book I order

PADM624-JD1

It was sometimes challenging to get current on-line articles related to Human Resources.

PE103-J07
The library has yoga-related resources but they were not needed to meet the course
requirements and I have my own resources at home.
PSY101-KD1

Yes, I used PSYCH INFO a lot.

SOC101-J01
days.

My book did not arrive at the beginning of class, and I depended on the library copy for several
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SOC302-KD1
The APA articles were very helpful. Having access to full length articles was very important and I
would like to have seen even more articles (especially with full length availability).
SSCI373-J01

PsychInfo is a MUST for this class.

STAT400-JD1

Please expand the literature database to include sources like Wiley.

Online Services at Egan
ANTH205-KD2

JSTOR and egandb are great resources!

ANTH205-KD2 I found JSTOR to be helpful when looking for the appropriate articles for my 2nd Essay on Upper
Paleolithic Culture.
ANTH311-J01
There are many articles that turn up in the searches that are actually not in the library, and when
I try to find them online, they are prohibitive or not accessible.
ANTH311-J01
Interlibrary loan was incredibly valuable and a much needed resource for this class. Also JSTOR. I
used both frequently.
ANTH311-J01
Interlibrary loan can be better conducted. I believe just signing for the book is irresponsible and
should be checked out to the person. Also, the librarians should be better at helping students find books. I asked to
help find a book, and i got pushed between librarians, with no end result of helping me. I will only use online
resources from now on. Also, the library should have the latest versions of books. A lot of Professors want recent
research because this become outdated.
ANTH393-J01

Interlibrary loan was a much used resource for this course as was JSTOR.

ANTH393-J01

I love Flow!

BA151-JD2
I was able to access the Egan library online from my home and was able to find information that I
needed for my final assignment.
BA301-JD1

I used Ebscohost

BA493-JD1

Ebsco, Onesearch and Refworks were all NECESSARY for me to be successful in this course.

BA493-JD1

Easy to access resources online.

BA493-JD1

Difficult to navigate the system and get a journal or article.

BIOL106-J02
The ProQuest program was excellent for finding science articles. Please keep that program
available for next year.
BIOL482-J01
work.

I had a paper that I could of asked for an inter-library loan for, but that seemed like too much

ED626-JD1
The Egan library staff was extremely knowledgeable and helpful. A document I needed for my
research was not available, and a staff member patiently took me through the steps to register and then make the
interlibrary loan request. Thank you!
ED626-JD1
webpage.

I find that the AKSLED website is more user friendly and easier to navigate than the UAS library
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ED626-JD1
During the beginning stages of this course, the Library Resources were very helpful in not only
accessing articles and books for the literature review but in presenting the library resources available to us. By
using those resources I gained a better understanding of how to access and use the different search tools and felt
confident that I could find what I needed. This also helped me in my other course and I will continue to use the
different library resources for future courses.
ED639-JD1

When I used the library resources & services last summer, they were outstanding & very helpful.

ED639-JD1
needed to.

I didn't access personalized library services but I'm sure they would have been helpful had I

ED639-JD1

Big yayyyy! for digital library services!

ED693-J01

I never used them.

EDET628-JD1

I never used the library with my online classes.

EDET637-JD1
I experienced frustration with the Egan Library ProQuest ebrary site during this course. There
were times when the site was experiencing technical issues that prevented me from using the resources.
EDMA608-JD1

I would like to learn about the online library resources.

EDRE675-JD1
It was hard to get some resources, but I called the library and the lady was nice enough to get me
going on some interlibrary loans going.
EDRE675-JD1

I found the AKSLED and GoogleSchoolar websites to be more user friendly.

ENGL211-TD2
The resources at the Egan library located on the Juneau campus of UAS offers many helpful tools
to better equip students in the process of research and implementation which includes supplies such as books and
computers.
ENGL211-TD2

Our Final Paper requires two highly specialized resources which the library was able to provide

ENGL211-TD2

I printed off all the stories and papers that I needed there!

ENGL211-TD2

Good stuff.

ENGL212-J02
I had to write multiple research papers. Our library data base was the best, I able to find all of the
information I needed in a relatively short period of time. A big thank you to our library staff.
ENGL212-KD1

Having a database from home is Great!

ENGL418-J01

Online article collections are helpful for additional research

FT273-TD1
I used the library article access to do research for my semester project and wouldn't have been
able to access several of the papers I used if not for the access
GOVT101-KD1 The library staff was very helpful during our walkthrough of the databases which was needed for
our projects. She did a great job of explaining where everything was and made it known that she was available if
any help was needed.
HIST492-KD1
helpful!

I love JSTOR and the librarians explanation of how to use it and demonstrations were very

LS111-JD1

I loved the fact I can order a book from an inter library loan system and get it here to this island!
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LS111-JD1
Excellent resources in the library and I especially appreciated the Library Research Guides and
the print button easily seen and accessible. Interlibrary loan is fantastic.
PADM601-JD1

The online library services are absolutely great.

PADM624-JD2 Used the Egan library to search for articles to write papers, but could have written them w/o
using the library.
PADM628-JD3

I love all our library resources, especially all the article databases we have access to!

PADM639-JD1 There was not a lot of need to use the library services directly for class, but it was helpful in
looking at supplemental research papers on some of the topics.
PSY101-KD2
The resources available at the Egan library on campus are extremely helpful, especially when
conducting research for our final project.
SOC101-KD1
I found JSTOR to be helpful when looking for scholarly empirical research articles for a few of the
projects in this course.
SOC101-KD1

finding scholarly empirical peer-reviewed articles online was difficult.

SSCI300-J01

UAS library journal search is not as good as google scholar.

SSCI300-J01

PsychInfo is a life saver for this class. Need it 100%

SSCI300-KD1

Used Ebscohost a lot

SSCI373-J01
The article collections were certainly useful for this course and very much appreciate these
resources. ILL was not the easiest at times but the library staff were always helpful and kind.
SSCI373-J01

PsychInfo is a MUST for this class.

STAT400-JD1

Please expand the literature database to include sources like Wiley.

Library Instruction, User Education and General
ACCT202-JD2
I don't know if the library system I am using .. I just lately have noticed that the computers in UAS
library is getting complected to use it. Sometimes it takes too much time to open it and it even got stuck .. I think
something is not correct to be happening.
ALST300-JD2

The library faculty and staff are amazing!! We have the best library in the UA system!!

ANTH101-KD1 The Egan library was very helpful with the writing assignments for this course, especially for
secondary sources.
ANTH202-J01

Those who work in the library, I am forever grateful. You all were incredibly helpful.

ANTH211-KD1 The lecture recorded by the librarian was very helpful in finding my way through the databases.
It was wonderful to have these resources available for working on our Class Project.
ANTH211-KD1 Very confusing and hard to use, but required by the teacher to use for attaining sources for the
research paper. The "searching for articles" website was impossible to navigate, even with step-by-step
instructions from the teacher, things just didn't add up.
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ANTH211-KD1
not they did.

sometimes the uas egan library did not give me the things I needed, however, more often than

ANTH211-KD1

Egan Library is fantastic and you need to keep everyone who works there full-time on staff

ANTH342-J01
Wonderful! The staff at the Library are always so nice and helpful. Thanks so much for the hard
work! The Egain Library online setup is so helpful, I don't know what I would do with out it!
ART263-J01
The librarian that assisted me was very helpful and pointed me immediately in the correct
direction. I really appreciated her willingness and friendliness.
BA151-JD1
updated.

I could not get on the website between blackboard and other links is archaic and needs to be

BA151-JD1
We had a few assignments that we had to use the library resources and I really like how easy it
was to find what I needed
BA151-JD1

The ladies in the library helped me research more effectively.

ED626-JD1
The Egan library staff was extremely knowledgeable and helpful. A document I needed for my
research was not available, and a staff member patiently took me through the steps to register and then make the
interlibrary loan request. Thank you!
ENGL211-TD1
helpful.

The Egan library was very helpful with writing papers in this course, secondary sources were

ENGL211-TD1
Mr. Cox assisted me this semester with finding sources for my papers. Breanne Stewart also
assisted me with editing my papers for this semester. Both were extremely helpful and professional.
ENGL211-J03
Instruction session on using artemis was helpful for this class, especially because it was a new
database to UAS at the beginning of the semester.
GOVT313-J01

Glenn and Bethany were very helpful and informative in the likes of our research paper.

GOVT393-KD1

Love the librarians!

PE103-J01

Bethany's presentation was wonderful!

PE103-J04

Somebody did come in and tell how to use the Library's database to search info.

PSY101-J01

The class with Bethany Wikes on using psychinfo database was particularly helpful.

PSY101-J01

I learned a lot of essential tips from the resource tutorial.

PSY101-J01

Any instruction on this usually just confused me further

PSY101-KD2
I happened to take the LS111 course simultaneously, which was very helpful in my research for
PSY101. Bethany Wilkes is herself a valuable UAS Library resource!
SOC375-KD1
I love the fact that Professor Polanska provides an introduction to library resources at the
beginning of each semester. This is very helpful.
SSCI300-J01
Library people are super helpful especially in courses with Professor Sesko where a lot of our
research has to be done through the library.
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Constructive Feedback
BA330-JD1

Library services are always below par for me as a distance student

BA330-JD1

Library is helpful nethertheless

BA343-JD1

I am taking online classes so I never used the UAS Library.

BA375-JD1

N/A

BA461-JD1

Not needed.

BA461-JD1

I go to UAA, so this does not feel quite relevant to me.

BA462-JD2

OD not have access to the library on campus

BA466-JD1

Searching for resources is cumbersome the way the system is set up.

BA490-JD1

Did not use Library Resources or Services for this course.

BA493-JD1

Need more resources and make it user friendly

Courses where students answered “N/A” or Didn’t Use (1 student or more)
BIOL111-TD2
BIOL112-TD1
BIOL112-TD3
BIOL240-TD1
BIOL240-TD2
BIOL240-TD3
CHEM103-TD1
CHEM103-TD2
CIOS135-K01
CIOS235-JD1
CIOS240-JD1
CIOS258-JD1
CT135-J01
CT223-T80
CT225-J01
DESL125-J01
ED693-J01
EDET628-JD1
EDRE696-JD1
EDSE622-JD1

ENGL111-J01
ENGL111-J02
ENGL261-J01
ENGL261-JD2
FT111-T01
FT120-TD1
GEOL104-J01
HIM210-TD1
HIM251-TD1
HIST106-J01
HS105-T01
JUST121-TD1
JUST131-TD1
JUST261-TD1
MATH054-TD1
MATH055-J02
MATH105-J01
MATH105-J02
MATH105-KD2
MATH107-J01

MINL120-J01
MUS123-TD1
ODS117-J01
PADM624-JD1
PADM628-JD1
PADM628-JD2
PADM639-JD1
PADM671-JD1
PADM688-JD1
PE100-JD1
PE118-J01
PHIL201-J01
PHIL201-J01
PHIL201-J01
SOC101-J01
SOC302-KD1
SPAN102-KD1

